Triumph on the Swale
A year ago, Cliff invited me to crew for him on his Tomahawk 25 for a trip to
the river Roach. This nearly ended in disaster when the boat grounded on a
mud bank half an hour after the highest tide for six months. There were dark
mutterings in our sailing club following publication of an account in PBO (June
2008). Concern was expressed about bringing the institution into disrepute.
We determined to redeem our reputations by making a much more ambitious
trip to the Swale. Although there were a few hairy moments, as the
philosopher Nietzche observed “what doesn’t kill me makes me stronger…”,
and we had one of the best and most enjoyable three-day sails we have ever
had.
We started at 06:30 am a few days before the Autumn equinox, taking the ebb
tide from Stansgate on the river Blackwater towards the Swin-Wallet Spitway
and thence to the rivers Crouch and Roach. The beginning was not
auspicious. Ten minutes after motoring off the mooring, with no wind and a
two knot ebb, Cliff noticed that there was no cooling water coming from the
engine exhaust. Off went the engine and up came the engine covers. I stayed
on deck using what steerage way we had left to avoid obstacles. After an
interesting few minutes when the screwdriver he was poking down the open
water inlet fell in the hole, thereby preventing the valve shutting, Cliff
managed to clear the weed before the boat filled with water.

The skipper relaxes after
fixing the engine

We turned into the Roach at midday under jib. The weather was perfect with a
gentle force 2 out of the NNE. After Yokesfleet Creek and Narrow Cuts we
arrived at Hanvengore. In sight of the bridge we dropped anchor to have lunch
and wait until we deemed it safe to cross the Maplin sands.
I had already checked with the range radar operator that no firing would be
taking place, and our only concern was the depth. The bridge opened at our
request, and the friendly lady operator smiled us through. We followed a line
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of posts out at right-angles from the shore, noting with apprehension that in
the region of the Broomway – a causeway running parallel with the coast
about half a mile out – the depth was only 1.6 metres even though we were at
the top of a high spring tide. I began to worry. Getting stuck in the Roach for
twelve hours was one thing; Being stranded in the middle of a British Army
firing range was quite another. All was well though; the depth began to
increase – albeit painfully slowly – and we turned towards the south into the
deep water of the Thames. Now we had to play dodgems with the large ships
plying up and down the river. Three times we had to radically alter course to
stay out of their way. Then we were across and slogging towards the Medway
against the tide, concerned to see how close the shipping channel was to the
famous – and dangerous – SS Richard Montgomery, the old liberty ship still
containing 1,400 tonnes of explosives. We could see the masts sticking out of
the water, the whole wreck being surrounded by a cluster of warning buoys.
We felt much happier when it was well astern, having heard that if it ever

detonated, a 1000 ft wide column of water and debris would be hurled 10,000
ft into the air accompanied by a 16ft tidal wave.

Evening at Queenborough

We turned into the Medway and thence the West Swale, picking up a
visitor’s mooring buoy at Queenborough. A pleasant night was somewhat
marred by the intruder alarm on a nearby motorboat, which started around
8:00pm and was still going the following morning when we left under power at
10:00am going east.
We radioed the
Kingferry bridge, and
after a short wait the
bridge lifted to let us
through. The river is
not particularly
attractive here, with
industrial riverside
activity; but a mile
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and a half beyond the
bridge there was

beautiful countryside on both banks. The channel became very narrow – and
very shallow, this being near low tide. The inevitable happened near Fowley
Island, but we just waited for the tide to lift us off which it did after twenty
minutes or so. We then had a pleasant, and mostly solitary, five-mile cruise to
Faversham Creek.

Waterfront developments at Faversham

A visit to Faversham by water is not for the deep of draught or the faint of
heart. The sinuous three plus miles of the waterway calls for the most
attentive of helmsmen and constant reference to the depth. But the views are
superb, with attractive fields on both sides and the ‘flying spire’ of Faversham
church in the distance. A mile from the entrance, the creek proper forks left,
with the most inviting Shipwright’s Arms on the right bank. We were unable to
stop, but noted the pub for future reference. It was, by now, after half tide with
rising water. The mud banks were still uncovered (the creek dries out at low
water) and we were able to follow the deep (!) water channel. There were
some channel buoys, but the unwary trusting to a straight line between these
will soon end up stationary. And we did. A minor distraction to the helmsman
and we were stuck on the left bank. The process of both of us scrabbling

about in the starboard locker looking for a kedge was sufficient to roll the boat
free – which Cliff noticed just in time to stop us ramming the right bank in
reverse. We continued gingerly, coming at last to Iron Warf on the left bank, a
boatyard full of boats with a number of moored barges. Here, as we came
adjacent to a large metal barge, we went aground in mid stream, the current
bringing us round broadside. I stood ready with a fender, but after a few
minutes we lifted off, and continued the process of going forwards either stem
first, or broadside or even stern first as we grounded and lifted half a dozen
more times. We saw another, larger, craft coming up behind us; it was last
seen also stationary, broadside across the river. We were now near by some
new housing developments on either bank. It being a nice day people were
eating al fresco at the waterside. We enquired as to the location of the town
quay, and joked with them on what must be a regular spectator sport – most
visitors entering that part of the river performing the same random-walk that
we were doing. Finally we were able to tie up at the quay. It was an hour
before high water and we went in search of a pub and some drinking water (in
that order), determining to leave at high tide to minimize the danger of
grounding. A promising pub sign in the attractive market square proved to be
a hairdresser’s, but we were soon downing a pint of locally brewed Late Red
in The Sun, a very comfortable establishment.
Then it was quickly to Tesco’s and back to the boat. We were off about fifteen
minutes after the
top of the tide
(depth 1.5
metres),
cautiously
feeling our way
downstream,
conscious that if
we went
Flying under false colours…this “pub” was a hairdressers…

aground now,
we would
probably be

there until the following morning. All went well, although there was a moment
of panic when the depth read 0.9 metres (Harnser’s draught) but just over an
hour later, we were anchoring on the north side of the Swale near Harty Ferry.
We spent some time planning our transit of the Thames the next day, enjoyed
a curry, and thence to bed with the alarm set for 04:30 am.
The next morning it was dark, and horror of horrors, foggy! We could see the
anchor lights of three boats from the previous evening, so we reckoned
visibility must be two to three hundred yards. We could also see the moon and
stars clearly, so it was fairly shallow fog. We set off under power and ran
straight into a dense fog bank. We were now committed, with the ebb tide
augmenting our speed so we dropped the engine power to tick-over to
maintain steerage way. There was an uncomfortably close encounter with a
moored boat but we were soon out of the fog, and could see a veritable
obstacle course of moored vessels ahead. We located the first waypoint and
then the Sand End green buoy flashing every five seconds. The course was to
take us out of the East Swale and across the Thames by the Red Sand
Towers and thence round the Maplin and Foulness sands to the Swin
Spitway. Having passed Sand End, the Ham Gat buoy, flashing two seconds,
was nowhere to be seen. The reason why, we saw a few moments before it
engulfed us. Another fog bank. I now spent the most uncomfortable time of
the whole trip, standing as far forward as I could to look out for obstacles.
There was no wind so the sea surface was smooth and featureless and it was
very difficult to gauge the visibility distance, even though there was plenty of
light by this time. There was also a very unpleasant swell which caused the
boat to pitch quite violently every few seconds. After ten minutes I had had
enough and came aft having convinced myself that our visibility was now at
least a few hundred yards.

The Red Sand Towers

Then, as fast as it had come, the fog was gone, and we could see the
errant Ham Gat buoy dead ahead. Soon the Red Sand Towers were visible,
and on the starboard side were the massive rotors of the Kentish Flats Wind
Farm. As we drew level with the towers, a couple of large boats could be
seen, but these were at anchor. There was only one freighter on the move
which needed no avoiding action, and then we turned into the West Swin.

Passing traffic in the West Swin…
The wind came up, and at 08:00 am the engine was turned off. Now it was a
straightforward buoy-hop under sail with beautiful weather, reaching the Swin
Spitway buoy close to low water at 11:00 am. We dropped anchor near
Bradwell for lunch, after which we ghosted home on a rising tide and gentle
east wind picking up our mooring at Stansgate at 16:00pm.
It was our best cruise ever; not without a few heart-stopping moments, but all
obstacles were overcome and with the help of the Indian summer we had
three perfect days on the water. We had acquitted ourselves of our previous
disgrace, and would now be able to hold up our heads proudly during any
discussion about sailing in the local area.

Peter Maggs, September 2008

